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Obiectives of the Event

. No or only limited will water to flow out of the

. To reduce water gushing onto roads, damaging
urban flooding.

them and will prevent

. To take water conseryation at the grassroots
participation.

Brief Report:

level through people's

The Volunteers of NSS strongly parricipated, o'Catch The Rain Campaign,,, on
0410412022 to 1310412022 at Shivaji Mahavidyalaya, Gadchiroli. As part of the
Catch the Rain Campaign, efforts will be made to remove encroachments and
desilt tanks to increase the storage capacity of rainwater. The campaign will
also focus on creating water harvesting pits, rooftop and check dams.
Obstructions in the channels bringing water from catchment areas will be
removed. Traditional Water Harvesting Systems like step-wells will be repaired.
Additionally, defunct bore-wells and old wells will be used to put the water
back to aquifers. Meeting of Nehru Yuva Kendra at Shivaji Mahavi dyalaya,
Gadchiroli. At this time officer Mr. Bankawar, guided students on 'Catch the
Rain', and told the importance of water andwhy should we save water. And for
that purpose, we have taken Drawing Competition on the importance of Water,
'Jalhai to Kal Hai' 0610412022-Drawing Competition was taken under the
topic of "Catch the Rain" , Jalhai to Kal Hai. 13/0 412022 -Distribution of prize
of Drawing Competition on the basis of "Catch the Rain". On this occasion,
Hon'ble Dr. M. J. Meshram, Officiating Principal, Shivaji Mahavidy alaya,
Gadchiroli, shri Amit Punde, Coordinator of Nehru Yuva Kendra, Gadchiroli.

Event Outcomes: 
,

Student's aware of the nuisance caused by open defecation and also to
strengthen the local bodies for proper door to door efficient collection of waste
and its disposal.
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